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Executive Summary

This report is an update of D7.3 and covers the communication activities undertaken during
the second half of the project, to create awareness about DECODER methodology and tools,
and to build a community of early adopters, including business decision makers, developers,
testers,  maintainers,  system  administrators,  outsourcers  and  cloud  service  providers.  It
presents  communication  material  developed  for  the  promotion  of  DECODER  including
project videos, screencasts and tutorials, presentations, press releases, interviews, podcasts
and articles.

All  partners  in  the  DECODER project  are  involved  in  WP7 activities.  Therefore,  we are
engaging  interactions  with our own  ecosystem,  with  colleagues,  customers,  community
members, professors and students to convince them to discover,  try and use DECODER
outcomes. 

DECODER intends to shorten the learning curve of new entrants in cloud and IoT projects,
where multiple frameworks,  external  libraries and diverse components are involved.  This
should increase the efficiency and robustness of more frequent software releases. 

As such benefits do not appear immediately, they were conveyed in multiple forms including
beta-testing  campaigns,  platform  demos,  workshops,  and  public  talks,  using  proper
communication material distributed at the right place to the right professionals.

Contributing tasks of this WP T7.2, T7.3, T7.4

Related deliverables of this WP D7.1, D7.2, D7.3

Input from other WP(s) WP1, WP2, WP3, WP4, WP5, WP6, WP8

Output to other WP(s) WP6

Keywords

DECODER, dissemination, DevOps, software, development, platform, toolset, open source,
communities,  collateral,  communication,  tutorial,  promotion,  events,  press,  media,  social
media, video, beta-testing campaign, adoption.

Acronyms and Abbreviations 

KPI Key Performance Indicator

NLP Natural Language Processing

OSS Open Source Software

PKM Persistent Knowledge Monitor

URL Uniform Resource Locator

WP Work Package
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1. Introduction

1.1 Purpose

This document presents the main communication and dissemination activities carried out
from M19 to M36. Then, it provides a status of the WP7 KPIs at M36, and an outlook for the
future of DECODER open source contributions and dissemination activities within the OW2
community.

1.2 Overall Organisation of the Document

As depicted in the first section of this report, generating awareness for DECODER among
the DevOps teams is one of the main objectives of the WP7.

Chapter  2 lists  and  illustrates  the  collaterals  and  the  dissemination  initiatives  that  were
planned  and  developed  during  the  second  half  of  the  project,  including  project  videos,
screencasts and tutorials, interviews, podcasts and readings. 

Chapter 3 describes the website main menus and contents, including open source software
and beta-testing campaigns proposed to early users, scientific publications, public events,
webinars, workshops, presentations and press related activities.

The first two beta-testing campaigns about DECODER open source utilities Doc2Json and
JMLgen are detailed in Chapter 4. 

Dissemination metrics and KPIs are summarized in Chapter 5.

Before the conclusion, Chapter  6 provides several examples of recent collaborations with
European projects, including Support Actions and Research and Innovation Actions. 

DECODER Grant agreement No 824231 1
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2. Collateral

New software such as the DECODER platform need more product attributes to reveal their
potential to early users such as DevOps team members. 

The collateral designed during the second half the project took into account the COVID-19
pandemic situation, in particular the scarcity of physical events. We produced, used and re-
used more online content and services, video explainers, tutorials and digital resources for
remote meetings, webinars, and hybrid conferences, until face-to-face events were possible
again. 

Six DECODER videos were designed in the second project half (M19-M35), with a duration
from 2 to 14 minutes,  to showcase the DECODER Platform, including demonstrators for
Software Developers and Reviewers.

In  the  first  version  of  this  report  (D7.3  at  M18),  the  project  produced  and  used eight
DECODER collateral (video teaser, slidedeck, leaflet, totem, factsheet, logo, color theme and
QR code)  showcased  in a  dozen  of  Research  & Academia,  Industry  and  Open Source
events. 

The following table lists nine new collateral designed and shared with the project partners for
internal or external use, during the second half of the project. 

This  material  served to  discuss  with  several  hundreds of  professionals,  early  users  and
journalists,  to  explain  the  project  methodology,  the  PKM  central  knowledge  base,  the
software  tools and their  benefits.  More details  about  the conferences,  open  source and
industry events are provided in Chapter 4. 

Table 1: DECODER collateral produced and shared from M19 to M36

Collateral Description More information

Video and 
Tutorials

Six DECODER videos designed (M19-M36): 
Adding Jupyter to DECODER, Demos for

developers and maintainers, Video explainer,
DECODER Platform Workflow 

and DECODER Overview Video

https://www.decoder-project.eu/
view/Collateral/ 

Slidedeck

The slidedeck, displayed on large TV screens
during public conferences, summarizes the
project outcomes, partners,  use cases and

beta-testing campaigns.  

https://www.decoder-project.eu/
view/Collateral/OSXP_Slidedeck  

QR Codes to
download 

Press Releases

At OSXP 2021, a dedicated pod on OW2
booth showcased DECODER and allowed  to

download English/French Press Releases.

https://www.decoder-project.eu/
view/Collateral/OSXP_Slidedeck  

Display Poster

The DECODER horizontal poster fits in PC
and TV screens and helps describe the

collaborative environment while listing the
main benefits for the professionals involved.

https://www.decoder-project.eu/
view/Collateral/Horizontal_Poster 
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Figure 1: DECODER collateral showcased at OSXP 9-10 Nov. 2021 on OW2 booth

DECODER Grant agreement No 824231 3
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Figure 2: Videos from 2 to 14 minutes helping to explore the DECODER Platform

To play the videos published during the DECODER project, please use the Collateral page2

on the project website.  

• Adding Jupyter to DECODER (14:03 video) by Capgemini 

• DECODER Demonstrator for Developers (3:53), for Reviewers (2:41) by Technikon

• DECODER Demonstrator for large software stakeholders (5:00)  by Technikon

• DECODER Explainer on Software Code Knowledge Discovery (4:20) by Technikon

• DECODER Platform Workflow Tutorial for Tools Integration (2:40) by OW2

• DECODER Overview for software re-usability (2:11) by Technikon

• DECODER Teaser (1:04) by UPV

2 https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/Collateral/ 

DECODER Grant agreement No 824231 4
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3. Dissemination and Communication

3.1 Objectives

Implementing appropriate collateral with relevant messages  adapted to target user groups
allows better dissemination,  exploitation,  and training activities.  This contributes to create
awareness for DECODER, and also to grow its community of users. 

As detailed in D7.3, we’ve identified, through a simple questionnaire of five questions shared
with the consortium, the DevOps teams as the key target user group for DECODER. During
the second half  of  the project,  we continued to implement  our  strategy of  delivering  the
appropriate software, technical documentation and communication material with this group of
early users in mind, interacting through regular remote meetings and using as support the
collaborative infrastructure detailed in D7.1. 

Moreover, the same Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) defined in previous dissemination
reports have been monitored during the second half of the project. Detailed metrics can be
found in Chapter 5 of this report.

3.2 Website 

The  DECODER public  website3 provides  20  editorial  sections,  four  DECODER software
entries, and a private wiki accessible from the main menu, using the following choices, where
green sections were added during M19-M36:

1. Discover > Introduction, Project Overview, Use Cases

2. Software > DECODER PKM, Git Repository, JMLGen Beta, Doc2Json Beta

3. Follow > Events, Press, Interviews, Community

4. Share > Collateral, Presentations, Publications, Readings, Glossary, Deliverables

5. About > At a glance, Consortium, Contributors, Code of Conduct, Related Projects, Contacts

6. Workspace > Private wiki, Login issue?

In order to make the website alive and its visitors well informed, new content and updates 
appear regularly, in particular in the Software, Events, Press, Presentations, Interviews and 
Readings sections as shown in Figure 3 and Figure  4.   

3 https://www.decoder-project.eu/  

DECODER Grant agreement No 824231 5
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Figure 3: DECODER Website Main Menu and Submenus 

Figure 4: DECODER News & Events Page

DECODER Grant agreement No 824231 6
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3.3 Social Networks

The  Twitter  @DecoderProject account,  moderated  by  OW2,  sent  274  tweets  as  of  09
December 2021. It is followed by 176 professionals and follows 215  account users. 

The  LinkedIn  DECODER  group provides  25  discussions  as  of  Nov.  25,  2021  and  the
Slideshare account displays 10 DECODER presentations at public events.

More statistics about social networks are provided in Chapter 5.

Figure 5: DECODER Project on Twitter @decoderproject and LinkedIn

3.4 Scientific Publications

DECODER  Scientific  publications  and  public  data  set  appear in the  DECODER  public
website4 as well as in the OpenAire (Open Access Infrastructure for Research in Europe)
public repository Zenodo5. 

As of Nov. 25, 2021, 12 scientific papers were accepted by journals or scientific conference
organizers, two were rejected and one is in preparation. For up-to-date scientific publications,
please use the links in the footnote.

4 https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/Main/Publications  

5 https://zenodo.org/communities/decoder_project/   
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In addition to the above-mentioned scientific publications and research data, the DECODER 
consortium made available useful code and documentation on the OW2 Gitlab. They can be 
accessed through the main menu of DECODER website, using the Software submenu:

1. DECODER PKM: the software and documentation to implement the open source 
Persistent Knowledge Monitor

2. Git Repository: the DECODER toolset and APIs

3. JMLGen Beta: JMLGen beta-testing campaign using the ReachOut platform

4. Doc2Json Beta: Doc2Json beta-testing campaign using the ReachOut platform

Figure 6: DECODER Scientific publications page and Software Submenu 

3.5 Standardization Activities

Regarding standardization actions, DECODER objectives were to use existing standards as
often as possible, and to participate in their evolution through remote meetings with standard
bodies.  The  ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 7  Software  and  systems engineering  standard,  delivers
standards  in  the  area  of  software  and  systems  engineering  that  meet  market  and
professional  requirements.  These  standards  cover  the  processes,  supporting  tools  and
supporting technologies for the engineering of software products and systems.

UPV  joined the  following  workgroups  and  contacts,  to  participate  in  their meetings  and
whenever relevant, to arrange new meetings with them and CEA:

DECODER Grant agreement No 824231 8
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• ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 7/WG 4, Dr. D.H. Lee, Tools and environment

• ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 7/WG 20, Dr. Hironoro Washizaki, Software and systems bodies
of knowledge and professionalization

• ISO/IEC  JTC  1/SC  7/WG  21,  Mr.  Ron  Brill,  Information  Technology  Asset
Management

• ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 7/WG 26, Dr. Stuart Reid, Software testing. 

CEA List promoted DECODER’s results to its academic and industrial partners.

Tree Technology presented the DECODER tools internally during a workshop with some 50
attendees, including developers, testers and business managers. 

The consortium fostered such dissemination and standardization efforts as they contribute to
integrate  the DECODER  software and  methodologies  as  part  of standard  toolsets  in
academic and business IT ecosystems. 

3.6 Public Events, Conferences and Workshops

During the second half of the project (M19-M36), the DECODER partners participated in 14
industry events and open source conferences, scientific conferences and workshops. 

Internal workshops also contributed to increase DECODER platform and tools visibility within
each partner ecosystems.

Table 2: DECODER public events, scientific conferences and workshops from M19 to M36 

Event / Date Description Presentation, Photos

TREE Technology
Workshop
10/12/2021

DECODER tools presented
to 47 developers, testers and business

managers by Cristian Robledo and
Francesca Sallicati

https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/
Events/Tree_Dec21

European Big Data Value
Forum online + Ljubljana

02/12/2021

DECODER, an OSS Platform to reduce the
complexity of source code, EBDVF’21
presentation by P.-Y. Gibello (OW2)

https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/
Events/EBDVF2021 

SFScon 2021, Bolzano
13-15/11/2021 

DECODER project presentation by Virgile
Prevosto (CEA List)

https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/
Events/SFScon21 

OSXP 2021
Paris

9-10/11/2021

DECODER Pod with brochures, press
releases, and giant TV slidedeck at the
entrance of the OW2 community booth

https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/
Events/OSXP 

ISD 2021
Valencia

8-10/10/2021

DECODER presentation and 
accepted scientific paper (UPV)

https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/
Events/ISD2021

ECOOP-ISTAA
Research Conf. 
11-17/07/2021

DECODER presentation and accepted
scientific paper (CEA, OW2)   

https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/
Events/ECOOP2021

OW2con’21 online
23-24/6/2021

DECODER presentation by V. Prevosto
(CEA List) to 300 OW2 members and

partners, including developers

https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/
Events/OW2con  21   

DCR-AB online DECODER Advisory Board meeting with a https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/
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Event / Date Description Presentation, Photos

10/6/2021 summary of projet progress, PKM, Year 2
Demo, Q&A session

Events/
DECODER_Tech_Meeting_June2021

Open Research Webinar,
online

4/3/2021

Virgile Prevosto (CEA List) DECODER and
A. Kung PDP4E presentations, organized by

OW2 & Eclipse

https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/
Events/OpenResearchWebinar

FOSDEM’21
 Online

6/2/2021

Presentation by V. Prevosto (CEA List) and
DECODER showcased at the OW2 virtual

booth.

https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/
Events/Fosdem2021

Systematic Online
Workshop
6/1/2021

Virgile Prevosto (CEA List)  presentation at
the Digital Engineering Club of the EU Deep

Tech Cluster

https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/
Events/Systematic_Jan2021 

SFSCon’20
Online

13-14/10/2020

DECODER: a toolbox for exploring,
understanding and verifying software

Presentation by V. Prevosto (CEA List)

https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/
Events/SFScon20 

DEVON Online
Workshop 

5-17/11/2020

DECODER platform presentation during the
Capgemini workshop with 70 developers

participating

https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/
Events/Devon_Workshop_2020

RCIS 2020
22-25-/9/2020

DECODER Project presented through a new
horizontal poster for screen display along

with an UPV explainer video. 

https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/
Events/RCIS20

Figure 7: DECODER Detailed Event  
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3.7 Press and Interviews

Three  Press  Releases  were  produced,  in  English  and  in  French,  then  distributed  to
journalists, with at least five publications using them. 

A full fledged paper about DECODER, from CEA List and OW2, was posted in Nov. 2020 in
Rocking Robots european publication, and also in Medium.

All DECODER consortium members provided their own view of the current challenges, the
innovative technologies and efforts placed in the project. Recently, CEA List, OW2 and UPV
interviews were added to the eight partner interviews in place, for a total of 11 interviews. Of
those 11 interviews, four were podcasts that were recorded and published within Technikon’s
EUVATION podcast series available on the major podcast platforms, including Spotify6.

As  XWiki  software editor  is using automated testing tools,  we’ve interviewed  XWiki  CTO
Vincent Massol7 in July 2021.

Figure 8: DECODER article published in Nov. 2020 in Rocking Ro  bots   (NL)

6 https://open.spotify.com/search/DECODER%20EUVATION 

7 https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/Main/Readings/DevOps_Amplified_Tests 
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Table 3: DECODER press review (M19-M36) 

PRESS REVIEW

Support / Date Description More information

CORDIS News
June 2021

OW2con'21 will offer two days of world-class
presentations celebrating the European Open

Source Ecosystem

https://cordis.europa.eu/event/id/
149259-ow2con-21-leveraging-the-
european-open-source-ecosystem 

Global Security Mag
Marc Jacob
Nov. 2021

La plateforme d’intelligence de projets logiciels
DECODER a été présentée sur le salon Open

Source Experience Paris

https://www.globalsecuritymag.fr/La-
plateforme-d-intelligence-

de,20211114,118206.html  

LinuxFR
June 2021

Opportunités et défis de l’écosystème européen
du logiciel libre explorés à OW2con’21

https://linuxfr.org/news/opportunites-et-
defis-de-l-ecosysteme-europeen-du-
logiciel-libre-explores-a-ow2con-21 

TOOLinux
June 2021

Tout ce qu’il faut savoir sur la conférence
OW2con’21

A web article posted before the conference

https://www.toolinux.com/?tout-ce-qu-
il-faut-savoir-sur-la-conference-

ow2con-21

Rocking Robots*
DECODER article 

Nov. 2020

Exploring Software Code to Understand
Designer’s Intentions

V. Prevosto (CEA) & O. Bouzereau (OW2)

https://www.rockingrobots.com/
exploring-software-code-to-

understand-designers-intentions/ 

* Article also posted in Medium
https://medium.com/@olivier.bouzereau/exploring-software-code-to-understand-design-intentions-

845bb1310d99 

Austrian National
Funding Agency
FFG - July 2020

DECODER >> Die intelligente Software-Plattform https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/
Press/Success%20Story

%20DECODER

Table 4: DECODER press releases (M19-M36) 

PRESS RELEASES

DECODER at
OSXP’21

English and French
Press Releases

Nov 2021

The OW2 open source community invites Open
Source Experience Paris attendees to discover the
H2020 DECODER platform in order to accelerate

their software development, with quality and
security.

https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/
Press/OSXP_PR
French version:

https://www.decoder-project.eu/down
load/Press/OSXP_PR/PR-

2111_DCR_OSXP_PR_vf.pdf?
rev=1.1 

The DECODER
Platform showcased

at OW2con'21
June 2021 

Virgile Prevosto (CEA List) is presenting today the
DECODER Open Source Project Intelligence
Platform during the OW2 annual conference

https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/
Press/DCR_OW2con21

The DECODER
Project will be
showcased at

OW2online’20, 
June 2020 

Several hundreds of OW2 members and partners
will learn more about the DECODER Software

Project Intelligence Platform designed for DevOps
teams, during the OW2 annual conference

https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/
Press/OW2online20 
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Table 5: DECODER interviews (M19-M36)

Support / Date Description URL

Interview #11
EUvation Podcast 
December 2021

Giving distributed developer teams the 
intelligence they need to make good 
decisions.
- Tanja Vos, Borja Davo Gelardo, and 
Ignacio Mansenet from UPV

https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/
Interviews/UPV2021

Interview #10
EUvation Podcast 
November 2021

A Software Project Intelligence platform to 
increase the productivity and the quality for 
all software contributors.
- O. Bouzereau, OW2 project coordinator

https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/
Interviews/Olivier_Bouzereau

Interview #9
Sept. 2021

Developers have to drive through the 
complexity of software source code.
-  A. Puccetti, CEA List Research Engineer

https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/
Interviews/Armand_Puccetti  

Interview #8
July 2021

XWiki Leverages STAMP Software Testing 
Suite
-  Vincent Massol, XWiki CTO

https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/Main/
Readings/DevOps_Amplified_Tests 
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Figure 9: DECODER interviews at M36 include four podcasts and one video
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4. DECODER Beta-Testing Campaigns

As mentioned in  the  introduction,  the DECODER consortium prepared three beta-testing
campaigns to engage with the DevOps community and receive their feedback on tools and
features  of  the  platform.  As  of  Dec.  13,  two campaigns  are  still  running  and  one  is  in
preparation. Therefore, it’s too early to draw proper conclusions from the tester feedback.

4.1 Doc2Json campaign

We used the H2020 ReachOut platform to manage a beta-testing campaign for DECODER
doc2json utility8. Doc2json extracts text/data from word/openoffice/excel documents to json
format.

External feedback from developers is supposed to highlight potential professional use cases
of  doc2json,  on a  database of  documents,  as  well  as  the effectiveness and the current
limitations of the program that can run in the context of DECODER in connection with the
PKM, or as a stand-alone open source utility.

4.2 JMLGen campaign

We  also  used  the  H2020  ReachOut  platform  to  manage  a  beta-testing  campaign  for
DECODER JMLGen utility9. JmlGen generates JML annotations from what can be guessed
out of a java project: the result, a JML-annotated project, can then be processed by JML
tools, like the OpenJml program verification tool.

External feedback from developers  is supposed to raise the effectiveness and the current
limitations of the program that can run in the context of DECODER in connection with the
PKM or as a stand-alone open source utility.

4.3 More beta-testing outcomes

For more details and outcomes about DECODER beta-testing campaigns, please read the
D7.6 report,  including exploitation opportunities and packaging options  of  the DECODER
PKM, the DECODER Process Engine to guide users through their tasks and DECODER
powerful UI.

8 https://www.reachout-project.eu/#DECODERdoc2json_anc 

9 https://www.reachout-project.eu/view/Main/#DECODERJmlGen_anc 
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Figure 10: DECODER JMLGen beta testing campaign is leveraging the H2020 ReachOut platform
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5. Metrics and KPIs

The  DECODER  WP7  participants  are  using  several  metrics  and  KPIs  to  evaluate  the
project’s overall visibility.

Matomo statistics  reveal a  total of  3 528 visits  to the DECODER website, from January 1st

2020  to November 27, 2021.  Visitors stay, 2 minutes  57 sec. per visit,  in average. As  no
statistics were collected during the first 12 months of the project, due to a configuration issue
while migrating from google analytics to Matomo, we are estimating a total of 5 225 unique
visitors of DECODER website during the whole 36 months (adding to Matomo stats 13
times the average monthly Year 2, to reflect the 12 months in Year 1 plus Dec. 2021). 

During the same period of 23 months, we recorded  17 657 pageviews. And for the same
reason, we are estimating 27 895 pageviews during the 36 months of the project.

Figure 11: DECODER online statistics by Matomo only cover 23 months
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The  interactions  on  the  private  wiki represent  34 %  of  all  the  web  requests.  The
collaboration  infrastructure  supports  54 XWiki  contributors registered.  1121 private  files10

were shared by the consortium in the private Wiki. Moreover, we currently have 161 ongoing
Office documents in co-edition, based on Nextcloud and LibreOffice Online.

Regarding the public website, the homepage is the first page visited, followed by the events
and news, the interviews, and the readings. The online visitors are mainly located in Europe,
but also in the USA, in India and in China, as for the top 10 countries. 

Regarding social networks, the Twitter @DecoderProject account, moderated by OW2, sent
274 tweets. As of 09 December 2021, it is followed by 176 professionals. This micro-blogger
account earned 4.400 impressions between Sept 1st 2021 and Nov 29, or 51 impressions per
day; Q1 2021 was even better with 5 600 impressions, that represents 62 impressions per
day.

Figure 12: DECODER Twitter impressions in Q1 2021 

The Slideshare project account displays 10 DECODER presentations with a total of 605
views,  while  the  LinkedIn DECODER group shares  26 discussions.  The  following  table
summarizes all DECODER dissemination KPIs at M36:

10 Files attached: https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/Main/AllDocs?view=attachments 
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Table 6: DECODER dissemination KPIs

KPI # Value
at M36

Target value at the end
of the project

KPI 1
Website

5 225 unique visitors 
27 895 pageviews11

3 000 unique users
30 000 page views

KPI 2
Social Media

176 followers on Twitter
274 tweets

605 views on SlideShare 

200+ followers

KPI 3
Industry events

21 events 3-4 events per year

KPI 4
Scientific papers

12 scientific conferences
10 papers accepted

3-4 events per year and 15
conferences or journals with papers

accepted

KPI 5
Project workshops

45 workshops incl. 11 public, 28
integration, and 6 use case workshops
for a total of 50+ unique participants.

20-50 workshop participants
Depending on the project readiness

timeline

KPI 6
Press Releases

6 PR 2 per year

KPI 7
Beta testers

Explorations by 25 students + 1 planned
beta-testing +  2 ongoing campaigns 

20-50 questionnaires
depending on beta software readiness

11 Matomo stats projected figures
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6. Collaborations with related European Projects 

The DECODER partners have established multiple interactions with at least eight EC-funded
projects including:

• StandICT collaboration on Open Source Software, languages, meta-data standards

• OpenReq cross dissemination at Requirements Engineering Symposium (OW2-UPV)

• Beta-testing campaigns using the ReachOut platform (OW2-Fraunhofer Fokus)

• PDP4E joint Open Research Webinar (Eclipse-OW2-CEA List)

• TESTAR tool for automated scriptless testing through GUI (UPV)

• Horizon-Cloud Support Action to promote DECODER outcomes (OW2-)

• Swforum: DECODER as SWForum Project Spotlight in Sept. 21

• FASTEN and DECODER joint dissemination at OSXP’21 (OW2, XWiki)

• Joint dissemination with ReachOut at BDVA Forum 21 (OW2, Fraunhofer Fokus)

Figure 13: At RCIS 2020, TESTAR and DECODER shared views on testing automation 

Such joint scientific, standardization and dissemination activities have contributed: 

1.  To  increase  the  awareness  about  DECODER software  assets  among  the  scientific
community and industrial DevOps teams;

2. To position DECODER as a software productivity toolset;

3. To grow a community of early users around DECODER;

These community building efforts should benefit to the ecosystems of more partners, outside
the consortium and focused on computer languages, NLP, AI technologies or CI/CD chains.
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7. Conclusion

During the first  half  of the project, the DECODER partners shared their view on how the
DECODER platform and technologies can bring benefit to the DevOps teams. 

Dissemination activities increased gradually during the second half of the project, based on
validated collateral and communication material  presenting the DECODER architecture and
concepts and the challenges that the DECODER platform can solve.

With the increased availability and the integration of software  assets, more  could be done
with  regards  to  dissemination  and  community  engagement,  including  beta-testing
campaigns,  tutorials and demonstrators. This  allowed the project  to engage with external
stakeholders, including developers, testers, maintainers, and IT students in order to collect
feedback and suggestions, while bringing value to the market.

Multiple remote and hybrid presentations  were planned and proposed to compensate the
reduction of face-to-face meetings due to the Covid-19 lockdowns.

Collaborations with eight EU-funded projects were also conducted whenever possible.

We  are  now  positioning  DECODER  as  an  open  source  toolset  for  the  DevOps  teams,
leveraging technologies such as NLP and AI.  DECODER’s main objective is to offer more
efficiency to the DevOps team, through code readability, reusability, compliance and security.

Thanks to its methodology, and its ability to integrate more tools, DECODER brings a deeper
understanding of software codes and their evolutions. 

Valuable DECODER assets including the PKM and software tools will  join the OW2 open
source code base as early as January 2022. They will continue to be improved and extended
by the OW2 community, using the hosting infrastructure in place, and managed at least for
the next three years, under the control of CEA List. This way,  DECODER partners will be
able to update their outcome and integrate future software with the PKM, while promoting its
usage to their own business ecosystem.

For  more  exploitation  results  and  up-to-date  outcomes  regarding  the  ongoing  testing
campaigns, please refer to D7.6 “Final Report on Industrialization, Exploitation and Market
Outreach”.
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